
Logistics’ Primary Drivers Remain Strong

Logistics continues to outpace all other CRE asset classes as we head into the

second month of 2023, with warehouse and flex space in particular continuing

to show strong price growth.



The same familiar drivers of growth continue to push the industrial market

upward. These factors include robust online retail sales, corporate supply chain

reorganization and the accelerated reshoring of U.S. manufacturing

operations. Construction, machinery, and materials are also helping to bolster

the industrial sector due to the robust commercial development pipeline and

strong demand for residential construction.

While the logistics sector is strong overall, the brightest outlook continues to be

in supply-constrained urban infill assets—the core of BLP’s development and

acquisition strategy. We continue to explore the best opportunities in these

markets while we rapidly lease and stabilize our current portfolio.

As always, thank you for being part of our network!

Deal News

BLP Files Plans for Gateway @ 429



BLP has filed construction plans in Osceola County for a new industrial park,
Gateway @ 4292, located on the NE corner of N Old Lake Wilson Road and Sand
Hill Road.

The plans call for a total of 1.4M SF of industrial logistics space, developed over two

phases. BLP and Clarion hope to have permits in hand to start construction on

Phase I in May 2023, targeting delivery of Phase I at the end of Q2 2024. Phase I

includes three of the seven proposed warehouses, totaling 792,080 SF, while Phase

II consists of the remaining four proposed warehouses, measuring 606,000 SF. The

project also offers a 2.5 AC outside storage yard and excess trailer staging area

allowing for 87 additional trailer stalls.

The largest building to be built in the first phase is Building 600, a cross-dock

warehouse measuring 478,650 SF offering 40' in clear height and 122 dock doors.

Building 600 alone provides trailer parking for an additional 148 trucks. Phase I also

features Building 400 and Building 300, which are 220,817 SF and 92,613 SF

respectively and feature 36' and 32' in clear height. 

Construction plans were prepared by C4 Architecture and the civil engineer is

Hanson, Walter & Associates. 

For more information, please contact Tim Page and Eddy Santamarina from BLP.



Leasing News

2650 S Willow Ave, Rialto, California

This extremely unique, 14.3-acre truck terminal in the Inland Empire has been fully

leased to Hub Group,Inc a national leader in the logistics space. The site features a

41,110 SF terminal, 76-DH positions, 6.7 acres of excess yard space for trailer

parking, and a maintenance facility with a truck wash. The property’s strategic infill

location, within 1-mile from the I-10, provides excellent access to the Ports of LA and

Long Beach.

Thank you to Brad Fox of Voit and Chase MacLeod of MacLeod & Co for their

assistance in closing this transaction.



Upcoming Insights
A preview of what’s coming in BLP’s social media accounts. Follow us on
LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram to see more.

Global trade realignment
Global trade is undergoing significant realignment, as evidenced by the U.S. imports

chart below. This realignment bodes well for ongoing Logistics development.

#supplychain #industrialrealestate #logistics

Source: The Daily Shot



Industrial continues to show the lowest vacancy rates among CRE asset types. The

chart below shows just how dramatic the vacancy rate plummet has been over the

past decade.

#industrialrealestate #supplychain #commercialrealestate

Source: J.P.Morgan Asset Management

Vacancies by property type
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